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Abstract
In performance analysis of modern communication systems discrete Markov modeling techniques have
become increasingly important. This paper presents a numerical framework for solving large discrete
and finite Markov models in an efficient way. The first part outlines the basic theory and establishes the
numerical framework. This framework is applied to a performance analysis of the ATM Adaptation Layer
type 2 protocol in the second part.
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A Numerical Framework for Solving Discrete Finite Markov Models
Applied to the AAL-2 Protocol

Markov models play an important role in performance evaluation of communication systems since
the pioneering works of A. K. Erlang at the beginning of this century. The digital revolution brought
about communication technologies that base on a
small number of fixed size data units like the cells
in the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [1] system. Given discrete basic time and data units in the
system that is to be modeled, a discrete model offers itself as the basis for performance evaluation
studies.
A number of recent performance studies that
base on a discrete Markov model [2–18] exhibit the
same underlying analysis pattern: The state evolution of a discrete time Markov chain is expressed
by a recursive equation, much like the well-known
Lindley Equation [19] but in the discrete domain.
After having translated the recursive equation of
random variables into an iterative procedure on
probability mass functions the average state distribution is computed. Based on this distribution performance measures like loss and delay probabilities
may be calculated. The sketched method, which is
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referred to as Discrete Time Analysis (DTA) by
some authors, provides numerical results only; it
does not obtain closed-form formulae.
The modelers skill consists in devising the recursive equation. Once the equation is found, there is
the problem of turning the equation into an efficient
numerical program. In the references cited above
the iterative procedure is achieved in different ways
using convolution and transformation operators.
This paper aims at a more systematic way of deriving the numerical program from the recursive
equations. Specifically, it presents an efficient numerical framework that implements the iterative
procedure directly from the recursive equation. The
numerical framework is derived by formalizing the
approaches of [2–18] in Section 2. The formalization exhibits that all the studies above utilize a
backward equation, i.e., the modeler has to find the
inverse of the state transition function to set up the
numerical program. If the backward equation is rearranged into a forward equation, the program can
be derived syntactically. Additionally, we enhance
the discrete time analysis method towards the solution of cyclo-stationary systems. The enhancement
is required for the analysis of the ATM adaptation
layer type 2 protocol in Section 3 by which we
demonstrate the application of the framework.
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2 Establishing the Framework
We illustrate the formalization of the DTA approaches
[2–18] by the DTA of the discrete time

GI X /D/1–S queuing system as presented by TranGia and Ahmadi [15]. We briefly recall their analysis in the first section; the details can be found in the
original publication. In the second section we formalize the DTA approach. The formalization leads
to the development of the numerical framework we
aim at.
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2.1 Example DTA: The GI X /D/1–S Queue and the A -symbol denotes the discrete convolution


The discrete time GI X /D/1–S queuing system has
a finite queue size, a constant service time, and
general interarrival times of batches with a general
batch size distribution. The unfinished work process of the system is a Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC). Tran-Gia and Ahmadi [15] represent the
state evolution of the DTMC by a recursive equation that relates the state of the unfinished work
process observed immediately prior to the arrival
of a batch to the state observed upon arrival of the
preceding batch:
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random variable for the unfinished work
immediately prior to the arrival instant
of the 0 -th batch;
random variable for the size of the 0 -th
batch;
random variable for the time interval between the arrival instants of the 0 -th and
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the average state distribution (apart from patholog98:'
ical cases). From 6
the authors derive the performance measures of the system.

2.2 Formalization
The decisive part of any discrete time analysis is
the iterative computation of the stationary state distribution of the DTMC. It is this part which we are
interested in formalizing it.
The required stationary state distribution t always exists [20] and is obtained by taking the limit
of the average of the successive state distributions
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Note that with the discrete time unit equal to the
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constant service time,
customers can be served In case of an aperiodic DTMC, the limiting state
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while
time units pass by.
distribution of t exists and consequently equals
The iterative algorithm for calculating the suc- the stationary state distribution. Taking the limit of

cessive state distributions5 is stated as
t
converges faster than computing Equation (2)
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the stationary state distribution. A fast computaJ
We use the term “distribution” shorthand for probability tion of the stationary state distribution for a perimass function.
odic DTMC will be described later in this section.
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However, in both cases before taking the limit
the successive state distributions need to be computed. In the discrete time analysis approach an iteration is applied to this end. In the following we
formalize this iterative procedure.
For a DTMC, we denote the discrete state space
by | . The system is described by the discrete random variable }~| at the discrete renewal
points w~  which satisfy the memoryless
property
&g

in the state variable } . Formally, it means defining

a recursive state transition function
§©¨|«ª¬¤u®|
}~7 ¯
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In our above example, the state transition function
was defined by 
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Often it is possible to identify further, say Á , discrete time instants between the renewal points used
(3)
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The first step of a discrete time analysis consists
in embedding a DTMC into the system evolution.
That means to define a discrete system state } and
to identify discrete time instants where the memoryless property holds for the evolution of } . In
our example above, the DTMC is embedded at the
batch arrival instants; its state is defined by the unfinished work ¢ .
The further evolution of the system state depends
on the current state and on exterior factors. It must
be independent of the predecessors of the current
state for the memoryless property (3) to hold. We
summarize the exterior factors by a system influencing variable £ that has discrete space ¤ . In general, both the state variable } and the influencing variable £ may be composite variables. In our
above example, the influencing variable £ consists
of two components: the interarrival time ¥ and the
batch size ¦ .
Due to the memoryless property of the DTMC
the state transition from }~ to }~7  depends only
on }~ and £M~ . Since £$~ is an identical and independently distributed random variable, its subscript can
be omitted. The next DTA step is the representation
of the state evolution by a relation that is recursive

where } ~ are the formerly used renewal points } ~ .
The state transition function § is the composition of
the transition functions § Ã
§
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In our example, we can identify Markov points immediately before and immediately after the batch

arrival instants according to [15]. The function §
describes what happens to the unfinished work
upon arrival of a batch, i.e., the transition from immediately before to immediately after the  -th ar
rival instant; the function § describes the server
working off the unfinished work between
arrivals,

i.e., the transition from immediately after the  -th

arrival to immediately
prior to the Î¸`Â4 -th arrival:
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The advantage of introducing the additional renewal points is obvious: it simplifies the setup of
the state transition function § . Furthermore, it reduces the computational complexity of the numerical program as will become apparent later.
The next step is to turn the state transition function into an efficient numerical program. The program computes the successive state distributions
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by iteration and, thus, requires an equation which is recursive in the state
distribution. The numerical programs of the DTA
studies [2–18] follow the law of total probability
ÏMÐ Û Ü4Ñ9Ò:Ó&Ö

Ý

Ñ_æÐ7Û ÜÖuÒ¹ç

Þ_ß7à¬á âxßã1ä&å
æ

Ð

ÖaèHéVêëÖCìoÓ íwÏ-Ñ_èIÓ íxîÑ[ìÓDÔ

(6)

without stating the equation explicitly. Since the
conditional probability Ñ_æÐ Û ÜdÖïÒ¹çæÐ«Ö×èÎé
äÈå
ê$ÐðÖëìÓ
equals 1 if ÒñÖóòÎÑ_è°ÔìoÓ and 0, otherwise,
we get
Ï$Ð7Û Ü4Ñ9Ò:Ó&Ö
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(7)

A good example is the use of the discrete convolution in the GI þ Xÿ /D/1–S analysis above (1):
Ý

$Ñ9Ò:ÓfÖ

7ÜgÑ_èÓ í>Ñ[ìoÓ

ôöõ Þ÷á âkøù÷ú õ Þ_á âDø÷ûHüxý
òÎÑ_è°ÔìoÓPÖ

the tuples Ñ_è°ÔìoÓ in the pre-image of Ò with respect
to the transition function ò . This was derived from
Equation (6) and can be achieved by summing the
compound probabilities ÏMÐ@Ñ_èIÓwí îHÑ[ìoÓDÔ4Ñ_è°ÔìÓ±Ô
weighted by the according conditional probabilities to yield state Ò . Advantage can be taken of the
fact that the conditional probability is either zero
or one, i.e., each tuple contributes its probability
to exactly one successor state. Therefore, the ç©ç
successor state probabilities Ï$Ð7Û Ü can be computed
during one traversal of  by adding the compound probability of tuple Ñ_è°ÔìoÓ  to the
one of its successor state òÎÑ_è°ÔìoÓ . This observation
suggests the forward iteration (Algorithm 1): After initializing the successor distribution ÏMÐ Û Ü with
0, the algorithm traverses  adding Ï-Ñ_èIÓHí°îÑ[ìÓ
to the probability of state òÎÑ_èöÔìÓ . Since the algorithm uses the transition function ò directly we call
the approach a forward method.

, where

èì

since the convolution is the numerical program that
corresponds to the sum of two independent random variables. Computing this sum requires the
pre-imageÜ  Ñ_è°ÔìoÓxç òÎÑ_è°ÔìÓ`Ö Ò and, hence, the inverse ò  . Setting èÖ Ò !ì and varying è from
to
yields the usual formula of the discrete
convolution.
Indeed, requiring the inverse of the state transition functions is characteristic for all the operators
employed in the numerical programs of the DTA
studies. For this reason we call the approach taken
a backward method. The problem with using the
backward method in a systematic derivation of the
numerical program is that the pre-image needs to
be computed. That problem is hidden by employing
operators like the discrete convolution. But using
these operators fails with multi-dimensional state
variables as in [3] or [6]. The need to avoid the
computation of the pre-image provided the stimulus for our developing of the forward method which
we turn our attention to in the next section.

state distribution Ï$Ð and
influencing distribution î
Initialize Ï$Ð7Û Ü with zeros
for all è do
for all ì do

Input:

Ï$Ð7Û Ü4Ñ9òÎÑ_è°ÔìÓEÓ!LÖ3Ï$Ð7Û Ü4Ñ9òÎÑ_è°ÔìÓEÓ"
ÏMÐ@Ñ_èIÓ í4îHÑ[ìoÓ

end for
end for
Output: Ï$Ð7Û
Ü

Algorithm 1: Forward Iteration

Implementing the forward iteration for our above
example we get the GI þ Xÿ /D/1–S forward iteration
(Algorithm 2).Ü If we employ the transition functions ò$# and ò for implementing the forward iteration the resulting algorithm (Algorithm 3) has
two single loops instead of one double loop. It is
obviously faster than the above iteration. In general, only some components of a composite influencing variableÞ ê are relevant for a specific transition function ò . In the above
example, ò # requires
Ü
ò
only component % and
requires only component & of the influencing variable ê Ö Ñ & Ô % Ó .
In the extreme case, we may decompose ò into '
2.3 The Forward Method
state transition functions in a system having an ' In Equation (7) the probability of state Ò is com- dimensional influence variable ê where each tranputed by summing the compound probabilities of sition function depends only on a single compo-
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nent of ( . Then the iteration algorithm consists of is the power iteration equation
) single loops instead of a single ) -fold loop. In
UBAFE 4 JuUBAVv
other words, the complexity of the algorithm re1324
1=24
that requires the state transition matrix v (4). The
5
>
6
duces from *+-,.,0/ 687$9 , : ,; to *+-,.,</ 6?7$9 , : 6 ,; . algorithm for computing the transition matrix v
from the transition function reveals the relation to
the power iteration.
Input: state distribution @BA and
influencing distributions C and D
Input: influencing distribution w
Initialize @ AFE 4 with zeros
Initialize v with zeros
for GIHKJML to N do
for all Gx. do
for OPHKJRQ to STCVUW+YX; do
for all Ox: do
for Z[HKJQ to STCVUW+Y\]; do
y
y
@A^E 4 +`_a+bG-cdOecfZg;";!HKJh@A^E 4 +`_a+bG-cdOecfZg;";"i
@BAj+bGk;W/lD^+?OV;W/lCj+`Zg;

end for
end for
end for
Output: @A^E 4

+bG-cf_a+bG-cdO0;";!HKJ

+bG-cf_a+bG-cdO0;"; izw+?OV;

end for
end for
Output: v
Algorithm 4: Transition Matrix

Employing the transition function leads to the algoAlgorithm 2: m /D/1–S Forward Iteration
rithm traversing the non-zero entries of v only. It is
comparable to using a sparse storage scheme for v
where storing the row index is replaced by com9
puting it by means of function _ . By comparing
Input: state distribution @ A ,
both
algorithms we observe that the forward iterinfluencing distributions C and D
4
ation algorithm intermingles the computation of v
Initialize distribution @ A with zeros
with
the vector-matrix multiplication of the power
for GIHKJML to N do
iteration
equation. In summary, the forward method
for OPHKJR
9 Q to STCVUW+YX4 ; do
9
9
4
@ A +`_ +bG-cdOV;";oHKJh@ A +`_ +bG-cdOV;";piq@ A +bGr;l/sD^+?OV; (as well as the backward method) implements a
sparse power iteration without computing the iterend for
ation matrix explicitly.
end for 9
Thus, our numerical framework combines the
Initialize @ AFE 4 with zeros
relatively
simple derivation of the model with the
for GIHKJML to N do
advantage of coping with huge state> spaces.
Each
for OP
1
9 HKJRQ 4 to STCVUW+Y\]; do
9
4
6 , , re8
6
$
7
9
iteration
step
involves
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@ AFE 4 +`_ +bG-cdOV;";oHKJh@ AFE 4 +`_ +bG-cdOV;";"i
4
spectively) multiplications, for each of which the
@ A +bGr;a/tCj+?O0;
state transition function must be calculated. The
end for
backward method spares the expense of computend for 9
ing the transition function at the price of added
Output: @ A^E 4
complexity for deriving the numerical program.
Algorithm 3: GI m Xn /D/1–S Forward Iteration Apart from that, the framework inherits its numerwith Additional Renewal Points ical characteristics like convergence behavior etc.
from the power iteration method.
GI Xn

2.4 Relationship to Other Methods
It is an important question how our numerical 2.5 Coping with Periodicity
framework is related to other iterative methods for For an aperiodic DTMC the limiting distribution alsolving a DTMC (see the thorough treatment by ways exists
Stewart [21]). The basis of this class of methods
UTJ~AF}8
8  UBA
(8)
to compute the limiting distribution of the DTMC
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and it equals the stationary distribution of the system. For periodic DTMC Equation (8) does not
hold. In this section we describe the add-ons for the
(backward or forward) iteration to cope with periodicity. The notations in the following are taken
from Feller [22].
A DTMC is said to be periodic of period  or
 -cyclic if the number of single-step transitions required on leaving any state to return to that same
state by any path is a multiple of some integer
 ; if no such  exists the DTMC is called
aperiodic. The state set of a  -cyclic DTMC may be
partitioned into  distinctive periodic classes. These
classes are ordered such that a single step transition
from a state of class  is only possible to enter a
state of class ?|<q . Therefore, a path of 
steps leads always to a state of the same class. Furthermore, in the DTMC with transition matrix o
each periodic class forms a closed set. From the last
two statements follows that the DTMC with transition matrix o is aperiodic. Consequently, there exist  limiting distributions (8), each corresponding
to one class,
=s 
^

j   Y   j¡

¢£|¢ ¤

Since the stationary distribution of a DTMC equals
the average state distribution (2), it can be computed by
¥


 ¦ 
=§ ¨

 = ¤

with the DTMC, the vertices of the graph correspond to the states of the DTMC and the edges correspond to transitions among states which can be
computed using the state transition function ± . A
depth-first-search algorithm [23] may be employed
to compute the closures which stand for irreducible
DTMCs. The period of the whole DTMC is the
lowest common multiple of the periods of all persistent closures.

2.6 Recipe
Given a finite discrete Markov system, i.e., the system’s salient features are measured in discrete units
having a finite range, the following recipe summarizes our numerical framework. (If the system is
continous the embedded Markov chain technique
[19] may be employed to obtain a discrete Markov
chain.)
Recipe:
1. Find the state variable, the influencing factors
of the system and identify renewal points.
2. Set up the state transition function(s).
3. Compute the period.
4. Apply the forward iteration algorithm to obtain the state distribution within a convergence
criterion that takes the period into consideration.

Based on the state distribution performance measures may be derived. The following section deFor the iteration algorithm to cope with periodmonstrates the application of the recipe to a model
icity, the period  of the model must be considered
of the AAL-2 protocol.
when testing for convergence of the iteration. To
this end, the outcome of the © -th iteration step must
be compared with the distribution of the b©Pª -th 3 Application to AAL-2
iteration step, e.g. «   ª  ¬
«t®°¯ Thus, one

needs to store the distributions of  consecutive it- In order to provide bandwidth efficient ATM transeration steps. Once convergence is established, one mission to traffic that is characterized by low bitsimply has to average the  stored distributions to rate, short and variable length packets, and delay
obtain the stationary distribution.
sensitiveness, ITU-T specified the ATM AdaptaIt remains to compute the period before starting tion Layer Type 2 (AAL-2) [24]. The transmitthe iteration. Stewart [21] presents an efficient al- ting system multiplexes packets into a protocol data
gorithm that calculates the period of an irreducible unit (CPS-PDU) that is passed as ATM cell payDTMC. For reducible DTMC the algorithm must load onto the ATM layer. If one CPS-PDU has
be enhanced. A directed graph may be associated not enough space to accommodate the packet, the
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packet is split and overlaps two CPS-PDUs. In
order to ensure a maximum multiplexing delay a
timer function may be used. Each time a new CPSPDU is started to be filled a timer may be started.
If the timer runs out the cell is scheduled for transmission even before the CPS-PDU is filled.
The AAL-2 uses the ATM layer service to transport service data units from one end system to another through an ATM network. For the numerical results we assume that the ATM layer service
is Constant Bit Rate. The traffic stream must be
shaped according to the Peak Cell Rate (PCR) negotiated in the traffic contract. A traffic shaper ensures that the ATM cells of the connection keep the
minimum inter-cell distance ²u³R´µ PCR by delaying cells if necessary. Figure 1 depicts the model

the AAL-2 timeout value, and ÁÈ is the spacer size
which corresponds to its maximum delay.
As in the above example we can identify the arrival instants as renewal points. In particular, we
use the instants immediately prior to a packet arrival and immediately after such an event for conceiving the state transition function. The influencing variables are the size of the arriving packet É
and the interarrival time Ê , respectively. Thus we
have
Ë
³·ÅÉaº-Ê]½=¾

Thanks to two different renewal points we can use
a decomposition of
¶|ÌFÍ Î

³Ïa·

¶|Ì
º

Ë

Î

½a³Ï

·`Ï$ÐF·

¶|Ì

º=Éq½=º-Ê]½

to set up a fast numerical program.

Packet

3.2 State Transition Functions
ATM cell

Since we identified two renewal points we have to
set up two state transition functions: Ï Ð that debursty
shaped
scribes the state transition from immediately beforeÎ
cell
cell
an arrival to immediately after that event, and Ï
stream
stream
that covers the state transition from immediately afAAL-2
Spacer
ter an arrival to immediately before the next arrival.
Establishing Ï Ð (Algorithm 5) we must distinFigure 1: Model of AAL-2 Combined with a Spacer
guish two cases depending on whether the arriving
ÌÓÒ
Ì]Ñ
packet completes the PDU ( ¸ Ð
É
ÁIÂ ) or not.
we are going to analyze. Packets arriving at the
AAL-2 are multiplexed into ATM cells; the cells
are subject to spacing. If the spacer queue is exceeded, the cell is dicarded and packet loss occurs.

3.1 State Variables, Influencing Factors,
and Renewal Points
Employing the model we derived in a previous paper [3], we define the system state variable as
¶

³·¹¸»ºk²º=¼I½=¾

¶ Ì

Input: state Ð and packet length É
Ì Ñ
É
Ô
ÁIÂV½ then
if ·¹¸ Ð
completed
Ö
Î

Õ cell not

Ì ×
Ì Ñ
¸ Î Ø
³ ¸ Ð
É
Ì ×
Ì
² Î ³h² Ð
Ì ×
Ì
¼
³M¼ Ð
else Î Õ cell completed Ö
Ì ×
ÌÙÑ
¸ Î ³Ø¸ Ð
ÉMÚ£ÁIÂ
Ì ×
² Î ³À
ÌP×
Ì Ñ
¼
³M¼ Ð
²È
end if
Î
¶ Ì

Output: state
Component ¸ denotes the number of data units
Algorithm 5: Transition Function ÛlÜ
packed already into the CPS-PDU while ² records
the age of the oldest packet contained in the CPSPDU; component ¼ indicates the amount of time a
The constant ²È is the spacing interval. If a cell
cell will have to wait at the shaper prior to transmis- has been filled up, the spacer stateÎois
by
Ýincreased
Þ
¶
Ñ
À<ºp¾p¾p¾º-Á»È
is ·"¿ À<º-ÁÃÂFÄÅºÆ¿ À<º-ÁIÇ`ÄÅº¿ À<º-Á»È"Äb½ , ²È . To mark a cell loss, we allow ¼
sion. The range of
where ÁIÂ denotes the size of the CPS-PDU, ÁIÇ is ²Èpß .
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Input: state àâã á and interarrival time ä
ã á çéè»êfë then ì no cell discarded í
if åÅæ [
æWî$ïKðMæã á
ì cell discardedí
æWî$ïKðMæãÙ
á ñò ê

else

end if
if å¹ó ã á ðhô ë then

ì empty cell í
ã õ ö ïKðuô
ó F
á
ò ãFõ ö Kï ðuô
á
æ÷ãFõ ö Kï ðøùûúåYô<ü=æWî ñ ä ë
á
else if å èÃý ñò ã
á þ ä ë then ì no timeout í
ã
F
ã
ö
ó õ
ïKðØóÆá
á
ò ãFõ ö ïKð ò ã á ÿ ä
á
æ ãFõ ö ïKðøùûúåYô<ü=æ î ñ ä ë
á
else ì timeout í
ó ãFõ ö ïKðuô
á
ò ãFõ ö ïKðuô
á
æWî î$ïKðuøùûúåYô<ü=æWî ñ å è ý ñâò ã á ë"ë
if åÅæ îî ÿ ò ê!ç èê=ë then ì cell sent í
æ÷ãFõ ö ïKðuøùûúåYô<ü=æWîî ÿ ò ê ñ
á
åYä ñ å èÃý ñò ã á ë"ë"ë
else ì cell discardedí
æ ãFõ ö ïKðuøùûúåYô<ü=æ î ñ ä ë
á

end if
end if
Output: state à ãFõ ö

á

Algorithm 6: Transition Function



In  á (Algorithm 6) we must take in account
if a cell loss occurred in the last transition step.
If we recognize æ á èê ÿ ü ü èê ÿ ò ê , æ
has to be decreased by ò ê to obtain the real spacer
occupancy. Basically, three cases are distinguished:
there are no packets waiting, there are packets and
no timeout occurs, and there are packets and the
timer runs out. Note that a timeout possibly occurs
èIý ñÓò ã á time units after the last arrival and the next
arrival occurs ä ñ å èÃý ñ ò ã á ë time units after the
timeout. During this interval the spacer state is continuously decreased by one unit per time unit. If the
timer runs out, the cell may be sent or discarded.

3.3 Computation of the Period
It is easy to verify that the model is -cyclic if the
packet length is a constant  and the timer time is
set large enough for no timeout to occur. In that
case the state is ó ã^ö ð å¹ó ã ÿ  ë ø è

which is clearly periodic. Thus, depending on  a
may result from this step and must be
period 
considered in the iteration. The computation of the
period is done according to the sketched algorithm
in 2.5.

3.4 Computation of the Stationary Distribution
The transition functions  õ and  á are used to implement an iteration according to the forward iteration algorithm. Note that  õ requires only component  while  á needs only component ä of influencing variable  ð°åa
 ü-ä ë which leads to the
desired reduction in complexity.
Having obtained the state distribution our formulae in [3] compute the waiting time and packet loss
probability.

3.5 Numerical Results
The numerical results provided in this section illustrate how the above analysis may be used for obtaining source traffic descriptors for CDMA traffic
carried by an AAL-2 connection.
The standard 8k vocoder employed in the NorthAmerican CDMA cellular standard IS-95 [25] operates at four different rates according to speech
activity and noise conditions. Depending on the
rate, the vocoder generates variable length speech
frames, one frame per 20 ms. Including 10 octets
of address and frame quality information, frames of
256, 160, 120, and 96 bit are observed with probabilities 0.291, 0.039, 0.072, and 0.589, respectively.
The base station multiplexes the vocoder packets of all ongoing connections onto a single AAL-2
connection to the core network. The multiplexing is
organized in such a way that justifies modeling the
interarrival time of packets by a geometric distribution [3]. The transport capability of the underlying
ATM pipe is 2 Mbps which is the capacity of T1/E1
links that are widely used in today’s mobile network infrastructure. The overlaid AAL-2 connection uses the CBR service category which requires
declaring the source traffic descriptor PCR.
Figure 2 shows the spacing delay for the multiplexed traffic of 18, 36, 54, and 72 voice sources
under the constraint of not exceeding a packet loss
probability of ô  . The timeout was set to 4 ms.
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Figure 2: Packet Delay Depending on PCR
The horizontal axis shows the PCR and the vertical axis gives the expected spacing delay. The average cell rates being 409, 818, 1226, and 1636
cells/ s for 18, 36, 54, and 72 sources, respectively,
approximately 1.5 times the average cell rate must
be declared the PCR if 2 ms delay are allowed for
spacing.
To figure out the maximum sustainable number
of calls that do not exceed the loss probability of
! "# $
! "#'&
and a delay of % ms by more than
, we
computed a scaled system with (*)(+,%.- , ( /0(1+32!98:!
and (546(7+
. Thus, the DTMC consisted of
597229 states. The cardinality of the factor distributions were (5;<(=+>% and ( ?(@+BA- . The load of
":E
2GF . The computation of the
the system was CD+
! " # I
stationary distribution with H6+
on a Sun Ultra 1 took about 1.5 hours.

4 Conclusion and Outlook
This paper presented a numerical framework for
solving large finite discrete Markov models efficiently. The application of the framework was
shown by a performance analysis of the AAL-2
protocol.
The numerical framework implements a computationally efficient sparse power iteration without computing the iteration matrix explicitly. To
this end, the method requires the description of
the model behavior by a state transition function.
The application driven specification of the transition function is not too difficult even for complex

models and may be eased by decomposing the transition function in a couple of functions. Function
decomposition has the additional benefit of reducing the numerical complexity of the iteration.
Since storing the transition matrix is not required
in the framework, it is extremely efficient with respect to storage consumption. Performing a sparse
matrix multiplication it is also satisfying regarding running time. If memory is sufficient, the additional computational effort induced by the forward method can be overcome by using a sparse
matrix for a composite transition (5) derived from
the forward algorithm. Doing so, repetitive computations of JLK are avoided. Thus, the application
driven specification of the model can be combined
with a fast computation at the expenses of memory.
We implemented an analysis generator that takes
the specification of the model and translates it directly into a numerical program using the forward
method. The iteration algorithm may be improved
by incorporating techniques that accelerate the convergence of the iteration.
To assist the analyst, good examples should be
given to pass on key concepts in modeling complex
systems.
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